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During the 1950s, the French retail structures remained similar to those of the pre-war 
period. The commercial apparatus was dominated by small business.1 Self-service and large 
suburban sales areas with discount prices only emerged in the 1960s.2 The “hypermarket,”3 a non-
specialized shop running in self-service on a surface exceeding 2 500 square meters, was invented 
in 1963, before quickly spreading throughout France after 1968. 

This article aims to study the structural transformations of the French retail trade, seeking 
more precisely to shed light on the process of Americanization behind them. Although it was 
invented by the French company Carrefour4 and differs from large American stores, the 
hypermarket undoubtedly resulted from the diffusion of American selling methods to France. This 
process of Americanization was partly based on a well-identified vector that has yet to be studied: 
Modern Merchants Methods (MMM) seminars, organized by the National Cash Register (NCR) 
and hosted by Bernardo Trujillo. In Dayton, Ohio, between 1957 and 1966, the NCR, the world's 
leading manufacturer of cash registers, organized courses for retail entrepreneurs around the world 
to promote the benefits of self-service sales.  

These MMM seminars have left a strong legacy in France and Trujillo is still known by 
specialists as the "guru of retail." The history of these travels to the United States is however very 
little documented. There is no scientific study on these seminars, the last witnesses are scarce and 
all available information comes from a single book, that of journalist Étienne Thil,5 friend of 
Trujillo and marketing director of Carrefour in the 1960s and 1970s. In addition, this posterity 
remains limited to the francophone world and Bernardo Trujillo is almost totally unknown by 
English or American retail specialists.6 Thanks to Étienne Thil’s archival collection7 and 
miscellaneous sources,8 this article proposes a history of the MMM seminars.  

                                                           
1 Jacques, T. “The state, small shops and hypermarkets: A public policy for retail, France, 1945–1973,” Business History, 
published online, January 3, 2018, DOI: 10.1080/00076791.2017.1413092 
2 Daumas, J.-C. “Consommation de masse et grande distribution: une révolution permanente (1957-2005) [Mass 
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The aim is to enrich historiography on French retail while also contributing to provide a  
new case study on Americanization processes in France.9 This article will first provide a descriptive 
account of structural transformations of French distributive trades. Second, it will introduce the 
figure of Bernardo Trujillo and explain the functioning of MMM seminars. The third part of the 
article will then present an analysis of MMM seminars’ influence that will be structured around a 
comparison with productivity missions, organized in the 1950s by the French Productivity 
Association (AFAP) and financed by Marshall Plan money. Productivity missions aimed to train 
French economic elites and engineers. They came within the scope of the post-war economic 
catch-up and they mainly concerned industry and agriculture. Only one trip was dedicated to retail 
trade, in 1951. Given their notoriety, MMM seminars seem therefore to have compensated for this 
absence and one could regard them as an equivalent of the productivity missions for distributive 
trades. However, as they were privately organized, MMM seminars only targeted the renovation of 
European and Japanese retail trade in order to increase NCR’s sales of cash registers. They offer 
therefore a perfect example of a modernizing initiative that concealed a strong objective of market 
domination, especially in France, where both productivity missions10 and MMM seminars seem to 
have had a very strong influence. 

FROM “THE MOM AND POP STORE” TO HYPERMARKETS, 1945-1963 

Before examining the role and influence of Bernardo Trujillo and his courses on the 
evolution of the French retail trade in the 1960s, it is necessary to assess the pre-existing structures. 

A dense and atomized retail apparatus, 1945-1959 

In the 1950s, small businesses largely dominated the French commercial apparatus, in 
number of sales outlets as well as in turnover.11 Most shopkeepers had an owner-manager status 
and the rate of salaried workers in the sector was quite low.12 This atomized structure  – due to the 
geographical dispersion of the French population, but also to speculative store openings13 that 
followed the post-war recovery of commercial freedom14 – limited the diffusion of self-service and 
“modern” selling methods and structures: carts and baskets, cash registers, call prices, parking 
facilities, packaged products, refrigerators, etc. In order to be implemented, these innovations 
required high investment capacities and large sales areas.   

Therefore, in the late 1950s, the French retail trade had not really changed since the pre-
war period, and as a matter of fact it was even more crowded. In 1959, France had 1 663 self-
service stores while Germany 17 132 and the United Kingdom 6 350.15 Moreover, those few new 
shops were as expensive as “mom and pop stores” and generally constituted sporadic experiments 

                                                           
une fois l’homme qui inventa la grande distribution [Marcel Fournier, the hyperman : Once upon a time, the man who invented 
mass retailing]. Paris : Éd. de La Martinière, 2004 ; Lhermie, C. Carrefour ou l’invention de l’hypermarché [Carrefour or the 
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9 Girault, R., and M. Lévy-Leboyer (ed.) Le Plan Marshall et le relèvement économique de l’Europe [The Marshall Plan and the 
economic recovery of Europe]. Paris: Imprimerie nationale, 1992; Kuisel, R. F. “L’american way of life et les missions 
françaises de productivité [The American Way of Life and the French Productivity Missions].” Vingtième Siècle. Revue 
d’histoire 17 (1998): 21–38.; Dominique Barjot (ed.), Catching up with America: Productivity Missions and the Diffusion of 
American Economic and Technological Influence after the Second World War. Paris: Presses de l’Université Paris-Sorbonne, 2002. 
10 Hara, T. “Productivity Missions to the United States: The Case of Post-War France,” Barjot, 2002, op. cit.: 171-182. 
11 Rives, M. Traité d’économie commerciale [Treaty of retail economy]. Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1958: 435. 
12 Center for Economic and Financial Archives (CAEF), B16022, consumption service, 1949, Inventory of the retail 
apparatus. 
13 Quin, C. Physionomie et perspectives d’évolution de l’appareil commercial français 1950–1970 [Physiognomy and perspectives 
of evolution of the French commercial apparatus 1950-1970]. Paris: Gauthiers-Villars éditeurs, 1964: 37. 
14 See : Badel, L. Un milieu libéral et européen [A liberal and european environment]. Paris: Comité pour l’Histoire 
Economique et Financière de la France, 1999: chapter 9. 
15 Costes, J. Les supermarchés, Une Révolution? [Supermarkets. A revolution?]. Paris: S.N.E.R.E.P. éditeurs, 1961: 169. 
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for larger retail firms.16 This inertia greatly contrasted with the swift transformations of Western 
European retail structures,17 but also with the general dynamic of the French economy. Indeed, 
while retail productivity stagnated, and even declined, productivity in primary and secondary 
sectors sharply increased in the late 1940s and throughout the 1950s. As Alfred Sauvy said, “we 
distributed by hand the goods that we produced with machines.”18 Moreover, the general lack of 
political interest in commercial affairs did not enable any change until the late 1950s. 

Supermarkets and discount stores 

An evolution became visible in the late 1950s with the emergence of supermarkets. In 
France, supermarkets were statistically defined as self-service retail outlets covering at least 400 
square meters and carrying more than two thirds of its turnover in food. They were also 
characterized by the use of so-called "modern" and "visual" sales methods. The first French 
supermarkets did bring a lot of novelties, but their price policy did not prove to be innovative. 
Their net margins remained high and supermarkets, similarly to the first self-service stores, solely 
contributed to an aesthetic modernization of the commercial apparatus.19 

In 1959, discount shops also started to spread, and notably the “Leclerc centers.” Created 
in 1949 by Édouard Leclerc,20 the Leclerc company consisted in a network of cooperative stores 
(centers), located in downtowns and offering low prices thanks to large sale volumes.21 Low costs, 
and therefore low margins and prices, were also made possible by minimal customer services and 
by the complete abolition of wholesalers’ intermediation. Leclerc applied a net margin of 5%, 
roughly corresponding to a wholesale margin, when most retail traders opted for a margin of 20 to 
30%. Leclerc was not the only discounter, and other companies were created, notably Berthier-
Saveco and Franprix.22 Discount stores, however, only represented a small proportion of French 
stores and their sales areas were generally small. Moreover, the development possibilities for 
Leclerc and other discount stores remained limited. Indeed, in order to increase turnover, they 
needed to extend their range of products and establish themselves in new and often less populated 
localities, where customer catchment areas were less dense, resulting in costs and prices increase. 

The joint practices of self-service and discount prices in a very large store was finally 
achieved by Carrefour in 1963. The company invented what will later be called "hypermarket". 
Before that, supermarkets did not apply discount prices and discount stores did not anticipate the 
increase in consumers’ mobility and did try out-of-town relocations. 

The hypermarket 

On 15 June 1963, the Carrefour company, that already owned a supermarket in Eastern 
France, opened in Paris region a 2 500 sq. m. store. The latter operated entirely in self-service and 
offered a low margins policy. Self-service, discount prices and large sales area were gathered for 
the first time in France. This huge outlet was also located in a rural environment, far outside of the 
city. This location, justified by its low cost, was possible as the store could attract people from far 
away. The founders of Carrefour, Marcel Fournier and Denis Defforey, ensured a vast customer 

                                                           
16 Carluer-Lossouarn, F. L’aventure des premiers supermarchés. La révolution qui a changé la vie des Français [The adventure of 
the first supermarkets. The revolution that changed the lives of the French]. Paris: Linéaires - Éditions du Bois Baudry, 
2007: 62. 
17 Jefferys, J., and D. Knee Retailing in Europe: Present structure and Future Trends. London: Macmillan, 1962. 
18 A. Sauvy in Thil, É. Les Inventeurs du commerce moderne [The inventors of modern retailing]. Paris: Arthaud, 1966: 8. 
19 AN, 19910028/4, Department of Distributives Trades, Report on Prices and Costs in Distributive Trades, February 
1964. 
20 Leclerc, É. Ma vie pour un combat. Stop à l’inflation [My Life for a Struggle. Stop to Inflation!]. Paris: Belfond, 1974: 41. 
21 Carluer-Lossouarn, F. Leclerc: Enquête sur un système [Leclerc: investigation of a system]. Rennes: B. Gobin, 2008. 
22 Baud, J. Coup de tonnerre dans la grande distribution [Thunderclap in the supermarket]. Paris: Bourrin éditeur, 2008. 
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catchment area thanks to low prices, but also thanks to a very deep and extensive range of products, 
both food and non-food. The attractiveness of the store was reinforced by an eased accessibility. 
It opened late at night, had a very large parking lot and a gas pump selling cheap gasoline, and it 
was located close to a highway. One could therefore say that this new business model was based 
on three principles: price competitiveness, abundant supply and good accessibility.23 

On day one, the store attracted 2 500 customers, who spent in average three times more 
than in a conventional supermarket.24 The cashed checks also showed that some customers had 
travelled more than 25 kilometers. This success proved to be sustainable and the turnover of the 
first six months reached 18.6 million francs.25 This story is already well documented and one can 
refer to the historical work of Villermet26 and the journalistic investigation by Lhermie27 or Paturle.28 

The invention of the hypermarket opened an era of major transformations for the French 
retail trade, after decades of inertia. Yet, in 1963, the economic and industrial catch-up was just 
over with, automobiles and refrigerators only started being widely diffused, and such a huge out-
of-town supermarket, mixing food and non-food, seemed to come a little bit early for the French 
society. The large-scale success of the hypermarket therefore required several years and its wide 
diffusion only began in 1968. By 1980, there were over 400 hypermarkets in France.29  

THE NCR, BERNARDO TRUJILLO AND THE MMM SEMINARS 

The very fact that the hypermarket was a pioneer experience in 1963 further strengthens 
the relevance to question its filiation and the influence of Trujillo’s MMM courses. 

The National Cash Register 

Founded in 1884 by the brothers John and Frank Patterson Brothers in Dayton, Ohio, the 
National Cash Register was one of the first companies to manufacture mechanical cash registers. 
NCR quickly became a large multinational firm, its first French office opening for example in 1897. 
When self-service and supermarkets developed in the United States in the 1930, NCR executives 
quickly understood the value of these marketing methods for the sale of cash registers.  

In 1938, Mr. Reuther, responsible for the Overseas Advertising and Sales Promotion 
Department, started sending documentation on self-service to the company's foreign subsidiaries.30 
This effort of dissemination was further expanded in the 1940s and it gradually transformed into a 
veritable research endeavor on self-service methods in different trade sectors. Finally, in 1954, Mr. 
Richardet, a Swiss who has just joined NCR's international Division as director of sales promotion, 
organized the first self-service course for foreign sellers of NCR.31  

In the meantime, several entrepreneurs had come from Europe to enquire at the NCR and 
also to visit American supermarkets and shopping malls. The number of observers increased 
rapidly in the early 1950s, but there was no structure and visitors would come and go as they 
pleased. In 1956, after the stays of two groups of German and French entrepreneurs inconveniently 
overlapped, NCR executives decided to formalize the visits. The Vice-President of the 

                                                           
23 ANMT, 2010 037/055, notes by Jacques Defforey and Étienne Thil, 1975. 
24 Lhermie, 2004, op. cit.: 29. 
25 Ibid.: 30. 
26 Villermet, 1991, op. cit. 
27 Lhermie, 2003, op. cit. 
28 Paturle, 2004, op. cit. 
29 Data collected and compiled by the author. 
30 ANMT, 2010 037/012, “Background and Schedule of International Seminars on Modern Merchandising 
Methods,” typed note, 2 pages, annotated by Bernardo Trujillo, 1961. 
31 Ibid. 
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International Division of NCR, Mr. J.S. Scott, established a fixed program of seminars, with a 
translation service, starting in January 1957. Bernardo Trujillo was in charge of it.32 

"The Oracle of Retail" 

Bernardo Trujillo was born in Bogota in 1920. After high 
school, he received a scholarship to go to France, but never left 
because of the war. Instead, he studied law a t the University of 
Bogota for four years, before pursuing his curriculum at the 
University of Wittenberg in Springfield, Ohio.33 He already spoke 
English, having learned it in American magazines and newspapers. 
In Springfield, apart from his studies, he worked in supermarkets. 
He also met his wife, Arlene, and decided to settle in the United 
States.34 His knowledge of the retail sector acquired thanks to his 
student jobs, as well as his language skills (Spanish, English and 
French) helped him to get a position at the NCR in 1945. In the 
beginning, he worked for the foreign advertising department, led 
by Mr. Reuther, where he mainly performed writing and 
translation tasks.35 However, his interest for retail was increasing 
and, on the side, he pursued business and management studies at 
the University of Dayton.36 In 1954, when Mr. Richardet arrived at the NCR, Trujillo became his 
assistant and from then he only worked on modern merchant methods. By January 1957, his 
expertise and his oratory skills had been revealed during the visits of entrepreneurs and he was 
appointed to be responsible for the newly created MMM seminars.37 

Their success was very fast and exceeded by far the expectations of the company. In 1957, 
they gathered 249 participants. In 1958, an entire department dedicated to MMM seminars was 
created and placed under the direction of Trujillo, who became one of NCR's best-paid executives. 
In 1959, an auditorium was built especially for MMM conferences, but was proved to be too small 
already the following year and the lectures had to be moved to a 150-seat room in the NCR main 
building.38 As shown in table 1, 11 310 people attend the MMM seminars between 1957 and 1965, 
with a maximum of 2 017 participants reached in 1962. 

At the beginning of the 1960s, a seminar lasted one week. The participants arrived in 
Dayton on Sunday afternoon and left the following Saturday morning after a gala dinner on Friday 
evening.39 Conference were followed by visits to supermarkets, department stores and shopping 
malls. Everything was translated simultaneously in Spanish, French, German, Japanese, and also 
sometimes in Swedish, by a team of retail specialists from a dozen countries and speaking, in all, at 
least six languages.40 

                                                           
32 ANMT, 2010 037/012, “The MMM Story,” booklet written by someone named “Jim”, never published, sent to 
Étienne Thil by Bernardo Trujillo, annotated by the latter, 1965. 
33 The archival collections did not permit to document Trujillo’s youth. 
34 ANMT, 2010 037/012, “The MMM Story.” 
35 ANMT, 2010 037/012, “Background and Schedule of International Seminars on Modern Merchandising 
Methods.” 
36 ANMT, 2010 037/012, “The MMM Story.” 
37 ANMT, 2010 037/012, “Background and Schedule of International Seminars on Modern Merchandising 
Methods.” 
38 ANMT, 2010 037/012, “The MMM Story.” 
39 Ibid. 
40 ANMT, 2010 037/012, “Background and Schedule of International Seminars on Modern Merchandising 
Methods.” 

IMAGE 1 – Bernardo 
Trujillo in the 1950s. 

Source: ANMT, 2010 037/012. 
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TABLE 1 – Figures on MMM seminars and their participants, 1957-1965. 
Year Number of 

seminars 
Number of 
participants 

Average number of participants per 
seminar 

1957 15 249 17 
1958 21 267 13 
1959 21 547 26 
1960 18 1 383 77 
1961 14 1 864 133 
1962 - 2 017  
1963 - 1 755  
1964 - 1 752  
1965 - 1 476  
TOTAL  11 310  

Source: ANMT, 2010 037/012, “The MMM Story.” 

The notoriety of MMM seminars owed much to the eloquence and soundbites of Bernardo 
Trujillo. He tackled the participants, asking them if they really had 20 years of experience or rather 
a year of errors repeated 20 times.41 He mocked the methods of traditional retail and promoted 
self-service, supermarkets and modern sales techniques. He advised supermarket managers to stand 
by the entrance door, smile and know the names of their customers rather than stay in an office 
writing reports that no one ever reads.42 He recommended the use of placards that "only needs to 
be paid once and does not take vacations", and stressed the importance of accommodating cars 
because, according to him, "no parking, no business."43 In the early years, he also encouraged 
discount prices and he advocated for the realignment of margins, an idea that he illustrated by the 
phrase "an island of losses in an ocean of profits". Bernardo Trujillo would justify his conception 
of modern retail by asserting that the persistence of so-called "traditional" sales methods only 
extended misery. He particularly emphasized the paradox between mass production of goods and 
a distribution by the unit, customer by customer.44 

The evolution of seminars after 1962 

After 1962, the organization and the content of MMM seminars evolved quite deeply. First, 
because they were criticized for being biased. The socio-economic, urban and geographical 
conditions of Dayton did not in fact reflect the reality of European countries. Dayton was a large 
city of nearly 800 000 inhabitants, highly industrialized, where the average income per capita was 
high, as well as the rate of automobile ownership. Some MMM participants therefore did not 
believe that all the innovations promoted by Trujillo could really be adapted to less wealthy and 
smaller cities.45 In response, it was decided in 1962 to organize seminars in another American 
locality to prove that “modern merchant methods” were compatible in any geographical, social and 
economic context. Trujillo choose McAllen in Texas. In this city of 32 000 inhabitants, the car 
ownership rate per capita was one for six (against an American average of one for three), there was 
no motorway, the economy remained essentially agricultural and McAllen average income per 
capital only reached half of the average national income. However, the retail trade’s structures were 
very developed. In 1962, there were nine supermarkets, eight drugstores, six variety stores, three 
shopping malls and three department stores located in the city.46 

                                                           
41 ANMT, 2010 037/012, « World Self-Service Owes Much to USA », brochure edited by the NCR, May 1964. 
42 Interview of Bernardo Trujillo, by Claude Chapeau, May, 11 1969, Dayton, Ohio.  Watched on Youtube, October 
8, 2014: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Z43D5PE1Lc&list=UUbDBnfe0NOLe3sITfev6n-g. 
43 Thil, 1966, op. cit.: 117. 
44 Trujillo, B. “Postface” in ibid.: 263. 
45 ANMT, 2010 037/012, “The MMM Story.” 
46 Ibid. 
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Moreover, while they initially focused on self-service, MMM seminars diversified their 
themes in the mid-1960s. From 1964, conferences concerned geographical situation, urban 
renewal, franchise, vocational training, consumer credit again or legal issues related to retail. At the 
same time, the number of seminars was also reduced, but they welcomed a larger number of 
participants. From 1963, there were only three sessions per year.47 

Finally, the influence of Trujillo’s advices, in particular that of practicing low margins, ended 
up turning against him and his MMM seminars. Indeed, if discounters were good customers for 
the NCR, conventional retailers, and notably department stores, remained the main buyers of cash 
registers. They were thus able to pressure the NCR to stop promoting discount prices and, in 1966, 
MMM seminars were replaced by “International Managements Systems Seminars,” that were still 
supervised by Trujillo. In the summer of 1966, in an exchange with É. Thil about the preface for 
the book The Inventors of modern retailing, Trujillo seemed very troubled. He considered that he was 
“taking risks” writing this preface48 and asked to revise certain parts of the book as he did not want 
to associate his name with criticisms on department stores’ selling methods.49 He also deplored, 
with quite a strong sense of self-mockery, that "the old Trujillo" had more ideals before large 
“conventional” companies intimidated him. 

Congratulations again on your writing [...] It reflects very accurately […] the language and the sayings of the "old 
Trujillo" who perhaps had more ideals before some of the largest "conventional" businessmen in the world got very 
angry with him. […] 

The NCR Management does not want the Company, […] nor Bernardo Trujillo to be known especially as having 
"promoted" Discounting, because our biggest customers by far... by far.... by far... are precisely "conventional" 
businessmen, and they hate Discounting. [...] 

Par contre50, the NCR Management is very proud that the International Division of the Company has been 
instrumental in accelerating the conversion to self-service in stores all over the world.51 

Very withdrawn during his last years at the NCR, Bernardo Trujillo, who seemed to be abusing 
medication and alcohol,52 died of a heart attack in 1971. He was 51 years old. 

THE VECTOR OF THE FRENCH RETAIL TRADE AMERICANIZATION PROCESS? 

  The last section of this article examines the influence of MMM seminars on French retail 
trade structures and draws a comparison with productivity mission of the Marshall Plan. 

The "mecca" for French retailers 

Between 1957 and 1965, over 11 000 people from more than 60 countries attended MMM 
seminars.53 Participants were generally retail entrepreneurs, but there were also wholesalers, 
industrialists, investors, civil servants, architects, urban planners and academics. In addition, from 
1960, seminars were organized directly in England, Germany, Japan, Sweden, Belgium and 
Switzerland by local NCR representatives.54 In France, there was also a MMM club, led by Edmond 
Ballerand, a former salesman for NCR France. Thanks to his professional address book, he invited 
entrepreneurs for breakfast seminars where he would promote new selling methods. The French 

                                                           
47 Ibid. 
48 ANMT, 2010 037/006, letter from Bernardo Trujillo to Étienne Thil, August, 11 1966. 
49 ANMT, 2010 037/006, letter from Bernardo Trujillo to Étienne Thil, August, 8 1966. 
50 In French in the text. 
51 ANMT, 2010 037/006, letter from Bernardo Trujillo to Étienne Thil, July, 7 1966. 
52 Interview with Brigitte Guillot by the author, March, 12 2012. 
53 ANMT, 2010 037/012, “Background and Schedule of International Seminars on Modern Merchandising 
Methods.” 
54 Ibid. 
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MMM Club, who employed roughly ten people, also offered a periodical, drawn up to 700 copies, 
and organized the French trips to Dayton.55 

From 1961, Trujillo and its seminars were increasingly discussed in French retail circles.56 
They were even scrutinized by small business owners, as illustrated in March 1961 by an article of 
L’Épicerie française.57 In that article,58 the editorialist strongly criticizes MMM seminars, stating that 
Trujillo’s efforts actually disclose the real goal of retail restructuration, that is the concentration of 
capital in distributive trades and the weakening of independent retailers. The author asserts that 
modern merchant methods and advertising strategies are contrary to consumers’ interests and he, 
quite relevantly, points out the "peculiar code of commercial loyalty" advocated by Trujillo:  

–Ask 100 people: 85% of them know the price of 10 items and 15 of 45. You have 5 000 items, but you will be 
judged on the price of the 45 only. 

–To receive, you must first give: Give your customers, your employees, they will return it to you at hundredfold. 

–An island of losses in an ocean of profits. 

It is true that this rhetoric encouraging such practices as the realignment of margins and the 
manipulation of consumers’ judgment and desires can be questionable. It is also easy to understand 
the frustration of small, self-employed, disarmed retailers passively witnessing a modernization and 
Americanization process that is being implemented in seminars that are inaccessible to them. No 
small business owner could indeed have had the time or the money to go to Dayton. 

In contrast, all the large French retailers made the journey, with the exception of Leclerc. 
For example, Bernard Darty, co-founder of the homonymous brand of household appliances, 
Christian Dubois, creator of Castorama stores, Promodès’ founders, the Duval-Lemmonier, André 
Essel of the FNAC, Raymond Gouloumès of the Comptoir Modernes, Paul Decré, of the 
department stores Decré, Jacques Guéden, manager of Prisunic’s central purchasing company, Paul 
Louis Halley, founder of Continent, Gérard and Francis Mulliez of Auchan, Jean Vigneras, 
Printemps’ manager and, of course, the Fournier and the Defforey of the Carrefour group.  

This list alone attests to the notoriety of Trujillo in France. The practical application of his 
advice is also further demonstrated by facts and testimonies. As a Prisunic executive said, “French 
managers do not come to Dayton to discover America, they come to discover Bernardo.”59 Jacques 
Dian, president of the Ruche Picarde referred to “the Trujillo school" and considered that French 
entrepreneurs owed him everything.60 Jean Plassart, commercial director of Comptoirs Modernes, 
and Claude Sevet, general manager of L’Étoile des Alpes et des Allobroges recognized that they 
decided to open supermarkets in France after spending several days in Dayton in 1957.61 The 
pressure exerted on the NCR by major conventional retailers, which led to the cessation of MMM 
seminars in 1966, is also a solid evidence of Trujillo’s influence. Finally, the hypermarket invention 
is undeniably linked to MMM courses. In September 1961, after buying a two-hectare land in 
Sainte-Geneviève-des-Bois, the Fournier and Defforey exposed their project to Ballerand who 
advised them to go to Dayton before making any decision.62 Marcel Fournier came back from the 
US with the conviction that he had to "do like the Americans", to make it big and radically 
transform sales methods. The project therefore underwent significant changes. The sales area went 

                                                           
55 Interview with Brigitte Guillot by the author, March, 12 2012. 
56 Entreprise, 287, March, 4 1961. 
57 A weekly professional magazine, for the union of small traders (Syndicat général de l’Épicerie française), lenient to 
communist ideas. 
58 L’Épicerie française, “L’oracle de la distribution fait des aveux,” 799, March, 11 1961. 
59 ANMT, 2010 037/012, “The MMM Story.” 
60 Interview with Jacques Dian in Sordet, 1997, op. cit.: 193. 
61 Interview with Jean Plassart in ibid.: 427; Sordet and Brosselin, 2011, op. cit.: 112.  
62 Paturle, 2004, op. cit.: 225. 
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from a 1 000 to 2 500 square meters, it was decided to apply self-service to all sections and to 
greatly enlarge the parking lot. Without this trip to Dayton, it is most likely that the Sainte-
Geneviève-des-Bois store would have remained a simple out-of-town supermarket. In an interview 
with Entreprise on June 29, 1973, Mr. Fournier admitted to being indebted to the NCR’s executive:  

Bernardo Trujillo saved us time and saved us from making many mistakes both in terms of planning and in terms 
of sales methods. The main conclusion we drew from his analysis of the American retail trade evolution is that there 
were a number of principles that had to be fully applied.... We took the whole formula and the success of Sainte-
Geneviève-des-Bois confirmed that the American scheme was applicable in France.63 

On the death of Bernardo Trujillo, Mr. Fournier sent to Arlene, via E. Ballerand, Carrefour shares, 
that had been introduce on the stock market a few months earlier.64 

MMM seminars were also a place for networking. For example, during É. Thil’s65 first visit 
to Dayton, Trujillo encouraged him to write a book on modern retailers and he further insisted 
that Mr. Fournier, also present, offered him a job in his company. In 1966, Thil became responsible 
for the communication of the Carrefour group,66 where he remained until 1982 as marketing 
director and where he was at the origin of the launch of Carrefour’s private label. One can also cite 
Paul Dubrule, member of MMM team, who, after having gone on an internship at Holiday Inn on 
the advice of Trujillo, created in 1967, the Accor hotel chain, which operates in 2018 over 3000 
hotels in the world.67 

Finally, it seems that MMM seminars have had a stronger influence in France than 
elsewhere. Among all the participants, there were 2 347 French, namely over one fifth of the total, 
compared to only 1 138 Germans, 778 Japanese or 744 English.68 This pronounced influence in 
France is not surprising, as the French retail apparatus had not already renewed its practices and 

                                                           
63 Interview with Marcel Fournier in Lhermie, 2003, op. cit.: 25. 
64 Interview with Brigitte Guillot by the author, March, 12 2012. 
65 Who had just published a book on Édouard Leclerc. Thil, É. Combat pour la distribution. D’Édouard Leclerc aux 
supermarchés [Struggle for distribution. From Édouard Leclerc to supermarkets]. Paris: Arthaud, 1964. 
66 Interview with Étienne Thil in Sordet, 1997, op. cit.: 506. 
67 Granger, C. “Paul Dubrule et Gérard Pélisson [Paul Dubrule and Gérard Pélisson]” in Daumas, J.-C. (ed.), 
Dictionnaire historique des patrons français [Historical dictionary of French Business Executives]. Paris: Flammarion, 2010: 
254-256. 
68 Thil, 1966, op. cit. : 131. 

IMAGE 2 – Participants of a MMM seminar, June, 11 1965. 

 
Source: ANMT, 2010 037/012. 

Persons circled from left to right: André Essel (FNAC), Charles Pasqua (Ricard), Marcel Fournier and Denis 
Defforey (Carrefour) and Étienne Thil. 
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structures in the post-war decade. When a swift catch-up process started at the end of the 1950s, 
it coincided with the organization of MMM seminars. Trujillo's advices were therefore more 
interesting for French entrepreneurs than for their counterparts in the United Kingdom or 
Germany, where retail transformations were far more advanced. 

A rhetorical contribution 

The testimonies and facts that have just been presented prove clearly the influence of 
Trujillo's advice on the evolution of French business structures. However, based on the reflections 
of D. Barjot,69 it can be said that the inputs of MMM seminars were rather rhetorical than practical 
and effective. Like productivity missions, they mainly allowed entrepreneurs to develop a "mindset" 
and a productivist approach to retail activities. It even seems that the transmission of specific 
methods and business practices remained secondary. Moreover, the hypermarket was a 
hybridization of American technologies for the French market. The store of Sainte-Geneviève-des-
Bois differed in fact from the recommendations of Trujillo in two crucial points. On the one hand, 
it offered food and non-food products under the same roof, something nonexistent and hardly 
envisaged in the Atlantic. On the other hand, its price policy was not based on a realignment of 
margins and therefore did not follow Trujillo’s adage: "an island of losses in an ocean of profits." 
At the beginning, the French hypermarket was more inspired by Leclerc’s70 methods and practiced 
low profit margins on all products. As the retailer Mr. Decré said, Trujillo and other American 
experts, notably Paul Halstead, did not initially believe in the success of the hypermarket: 

We all had been listening to Bernardo Trujillo, the fabulous NCR sales clerk, and yet Carrefour, stemming from 
Marcel Fournier's will, had no model in the USA. Indeed, the American observers did not believe in it at all.71 

It is also important to be wary of seemingly obvious causal links and of the amplified MMM 
participants ' testimonies. First, a large part of French entrepreneurs going to Dayton was already 
familiar with Trujillo’s advices. Its recommendations were nothing new. Large sale surfaces and 
self-service were already well-spread in many European countries. "The Oracle of distributive 
trades" therefore preached to the convinced. Secondly, the influence of the seminars could partly 
have been recreated afterwards by their participants. In the 1960s and 1970s, a sort of "Trujillo 
legend", to which the work of Thil certainly contributed, developped in a long-despised economic 
sector, devoid of Republican meritocratic elites and largely neglected by public authorities. The 
diffusion of this legend was facilitated by the charisma and jokes of Trujillo, its amusing anecdotes 
and soundbites. 

An equivalent of the productivity missions? 

By their rhetoric, MMM seminars therefore seem to have constituted for retail trade an 
equivalent of the Marshall Plan's productivity missions. Like the latter, they concerned a large 
number of entrepreneurs and they participated in the diffusion of an American ideology of 
productivism. In addition, although the narratives of Dayton trips did not benefit from formal 
reports similar to those of the productivity missions – studied by V. Guigeno and by R. Kuisel who 
described them as propaganda tools for productivist systems72 – they still received a wide publicity, 
notably through professional press and the weekly Libre-Service Actualités.73 Finally, the delay in time 
– MMM seminars took place a decade later than the productivity missions –   only reflects a 

                                                           
69 Barjot, 2002, op. cit.: 148. 
70 Marcel Fournier admitted to have been inspired by Édouard Leclerc. See Étienne Thil’s interview in Sordet, 1997, 
op. cit.: 497-518. 
71 Interview with Michel Decré in ibid.: 121. 
72 Guigueno, V. “What They Saw, What They Wrote, What We Read: The American Experience in the Reports of 
French-Marshall Plan Missionaries,” in Barjot, 2002, op. cit.: 197-206; Kuisel, 1998, art. cit.: 25. 
73 First French professional magazine specialized on “modern” retail, launched in 1958 by Jacques Pictet. 
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deferred evolution of economic sectors. Restructuration of the commercial apparatus in France 
was of secondary importance for the society and the State, as priority was given in the 1950s to 
rebuilding the country and organizing the industrial catch-up. The need of missions for the retail 
trade only became clear at the end of the 1950s and, in the absence of governmental or para-
governmental initiative, a private company took charge of it. 

This last specificity makes the comparison between productivity missions and MMM 
seminars difficult. First, the latter were the result of an American initiative, while the missions of 
the Marshall Plan, as demonstrated by J. Gillingham,74 emanated from a European will. Second, 
the Dayton seminars were not intended for the same audience. Whereas the productivity missions 
offered a unique socio-economic diversity, as H. Joly75 has well described, the public of Trujillo 
was on the contrary very homogeneous. The majority of participants were private entrepreneurs, 
and there were very few engineers, civil servants, and even fewer employees or representatives of 
trade union organizations. Third, productivity missions were largely funded by the Marshall Plan, 
and therefore by the US, while trips to Dayton were fully paid for by their participants.76 Thus, they 
mostly targeted wealthy entrepreneurs and companies. Finally, the NCR did not intend to train 
Japanese or Europeans observers to manufacture cash registers, but rather to convince them to 
buy those machines. Therefore, MMM seminars were, far more than productivity missions, tools 
for a domination of European and Japanese markets, and the objective of modernization support 
was purely instrumental. Trujillo’s efforts can be considered as a vector of an Americanization of 
the minds and practices of large retailers, but definitely not as a transfer of technologies. Yet, this 
hidden ambition of market domination has been obscured by the brilliant memory of Bernardo 
Trujillo’s personality and guidance.  

While enriching the historiography on the French retail trade,77 this article proposed a new 
case study of Americanization processes at stake in France. It pinpointed how, in the absence of 
government and official initiative and for a sector of activity that was neglected during the post-
war economic catch-up, retail entrepreneurs attended some sort of private productivity missions 
that contributed to reinforce a productivist state of mind in Europe. In return, this company, the 
NCR, further established its dominance on the world’s cash register market. 

                                                           
74 Gillingham, J. “Backgroung to Marshall-Plan Technical Assistance: Productivism as an American Ideology,” in 
Barjot, 2002, op. cit.: 53-65. 
75 Joly, H. “Sociology of the Members of the French Productivity Missions to the USA, 1949-1954,” in ibid.: 183-196. 
76 The cost of the trip remains unknown, but it must have been quite expensive as it included a transatlantic flight, 
severals nights in a hotel et registration fees.  
77 See : Chessel, M.-E., and A. Chatriot “L’histoire de la distribution : un chantier inachevé,” Histoire, économie & 
société, 1, 2006, 67-82. 


